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Canada’s top scientist faces tough challenge: Kirsty Duncan, the medical geographer who last
month became Canada’s first Minister of Science, has a big mandate: to ensure that scientific
considerations again figure into public-policy decisions. Duncan, appointed by newly elected Prime
Minister Justin Trudeau, inherits a research community bruised by years of cuts to science programmes
and research jobs under former prime minister Stephen Harper. In Canada, where ministers are chosen
from among elected members of parliament, it is rare to see higher degrees in fields other than law or
medicine. Trudeau’s cabinet is a notable exception: Duncan, who earned a PhD in geography in 1992
at the University of Edinburgh, UK, is one of a small group of ministers with doctoral degrees in
economics, sociology or engineering. Harper’s government famously muzzled government researchers.
But change is in the air. Duncan has been asked to shoulder the burden of shoring up Canada’s
science enterprise; this includes steps such as reforming the country’s weakened environmentalassessment process and making basic research a higher funding priority. But it is not clear whether
Duncan will have the power to make such changes. Canada’s science ministers have historically
operated with minimal budgets, and sometimes as junior ministers. Duncan’s clout will not be put to the
test until Trudeau releases his first federal budget in February. Nature
Wilfrid Laurier U’s Robert McLeman and RinkWatch report nice ice in Calgary, swimming pools
in Waterloo: El Nino has thrown Canada's backyard ice rinks into a Bizarro World, causing ideal earlywinter skating conditions in the Prairies and soupy ponds east of the Great Lakes. "Where I am — it's
great weather for having outdoor swimming pools," said Robert McLeman in Waterloo, Ont. The
professor of geography and environmental studies at Wilfrid Laurier University is one of the founders of
RinkWatch, a website allowing people to pin their neighbourhood ice rinks on a map, and update the
conditions all winter. "Then what we do is we pool that data with rink watchers across North America
and we use it to track a number of different things relating to winter weather conditions and climate
trends." After four seasons, McLeman says, he and his team have figured out the "magic" formula, in
terms of temperature, to produce the perfect outdoor ice rink. "Several nights of –10 C or colder to get a
good base and then you need a minimum of –5 C temperatures on a daily basis," he said. McLeman
says that typically, those perfect ice rink conditions roll into Ontario and Quebec in late November or
early December — allowing people in those parts to skate outdoors until the end of February. But
instead, El Nino cast an early cold spell over Alberta — where backyard skating doesn't usually get
going until January. The first ice rink recorded this season in Canada on RinkWatch as being easy to
skate on was in Fort McMurray, Alta., and McLeman says he's seeing good conditions in rinks across
Calgary. But he doesn't expect it to last. Not if El Nino has its way. CBCNews | Calgary
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Other “Geographical” News
Skating counterclockwise: a great Canadian mystery: It comes across as a curious Canadian
conundrum, but the question 'Why do we skate counterclockwise' is in fact a global mystery. Of course,
indoor rinks are often set up to guide skaters to move counterclockwise. But CBC video producer
Evelyn Asselin observed that even at outdoor neighbourhood rinks, people naturally skate to the left, so
she set out to investigate. "I don't know," said Preet Dhillon, a Calgarian who was out skating with her
kids on Wednesday at the Olympic Oval. "This is a tricky quiz. The practice goes beyond skating too.
Think of track and field events. Even animals like dogs and horses tend to race counterclockwise,
though maybe there are exceptions in places like the U.K. and Australia. The method may even date
back to Roman times when chariots also raced — you guessed it — to the left. "People have tried to
study the reasons behind the counterclockwise effect, but no scientific reasons have been identified,"
said Marcel Lacroix, associate director of sport at the University of Calgary's Olympic Oval. He says
there are some theories why this happens — that our hearts are just left of centre in our bodies, making
that side ever-so-slightly heavier. More people are right-handed, and it's been hypothesized that turning
left might feel more natural for the majority of the population. In fact, the only person observed skating
clockwise at the Shaganappi outdoor rink on Wednesday was left-handed. "It's just a lot of goofy
speculation," said Lacroix. What if you're an outlier who prefers to circle the ice clockwise? "Tough
luck," Lacroix said, laughing. CBCNews | Calgary
Candy cane crisis: U.S. takeover leaves Canadian retailers short: Vancouver area Santa Dick
Woldring knew he might be facing a sticky situation more than a month ago.In early November,
Woldring — who for 18 years has portrayed Santa at paid and unpaid events — tried to buy his usual
supply of 7,000 peppermint candy canes and came up short. He couldn't find any. "This year they didn't
have any and I got into a panic," said Woldring, who tried various retailers with no luck. He isn't alone.
This year, many Canadian retailers are running short of the iconic striped treat. CBCNews | British
Columbia
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Some not so “Geographical” News

The CAG works for geographers on Twitter. Keep up-to-date by following @CanGeographers
GeogNews Archives: http://www.geog.uvic.ca/dept/cag/geognews/geognews.html
@CanGeographers Weekly: https://paper.li/CanGeographers/1394987315
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